
Curriculum Overview 
Nursery Term 3
Topic: Transport

Expressive Art and Design
We will be learning some transport themed songs during our music sessions and imitating vehicles sounds with instruments. We will 

be exploring through tyre prints/rubbings, painting with wheels and making 3d models of vehicles from land, sea and air. We will 
explore making paper aeroplanes as well as using various materials to make pictures of transport. 

Communication and 
language

This will be encouraged in our 
airport role play area, we will play 
memory games including memory 

games of what we pack in our 
bag. 

We will be encouraging 
discussions and questioning by 
looking at transport pictures and 

videos. 

 

Personal, social and 
emotional 

development
We will be learning about road 

safety, talking about 
journeys/holidays we have been 
on, looking at more eco ways to 

travel such as biking. 

Understanding of the world

Literacy
We will be continuing with our 
phonic lessons and listening 

games
Key texts include Mr Gumpy’s 

Motor Car, Whatever Next, The 
Train Ride etc. We will be 

encouraging mark making and 
name writing. 

Physical development
We will continue to support children with self-help skills 
such as dressing, opening packets in their lunch etc. 

We will encourage playing games e.g routes to follow, a 
circuit of activities, traffic light game -Obstacle course 

under, over etc

We will talk about the vehicles that the children use to 
get to school and look at maps of our routes, we will 

look at transport from the past and compare with 
transport today. We will discuss road safety, train safety 
etc. We will explore making rockets and look at taking a 

bike apart with tools. 

Mathematics
We will be counting reliably up to 
5 objects, Reciting numbers from 
0 to 10 forwards and backwards 

using songs and rhymes. 
Recognise numbers 0 to 5 and 

relate a number 0 to 5 to its 
respective quantity. We will use 
2D shapes to make rockets etc


